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03 About
A “Smol” Overview
Babyfur Con® is an 18+ furry convention made
specifically for Babyfurs! We are welcoming of everyone,
including age players, ABDL’s, furries, kid furs, caretakers,
bigs, littles, middles, etc.
We are a production of P.A.C.I.--Partnership for Artists
and Creative Individuals, a 501(c)3 non-profit
organization, whose mission is to organize and provide
support for individuals and groups that provide a safe
space for people from all walks of life in an attempt to
strengthen the LGBT community and its subcultures
through wellness, creativity, and education.
For more info see https://thinkpaci.org

www.babyfurcon.com
info@thinkpaci.org
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04 Legal
Trademarks and Legal

Logo ABC’s

Both Babyfur Con® and BFC® are registered trademarks

We have two versions of the logo. The word mark version

granted to us by the United States Patent and Trade

“Babyfur Con®” and the smaller brand mark version

Office. Please use the ® (Option R on iOS, CTRL+ALT+R

“BFC®”. We suggest using the word mark when

on PC) when using our name.

communicating to ABDL’s, Babyfurs, Ageplayers, and
those “in the scene”, and the brand mark when

Our trademarks and other brand features are protected by

communicating with the furry fandom or more general

law. You’ll need our permission in order to use them. For

public.

permission requests, please contact legal@thinkpaci.org.
We are generally fine with the use of trademarks to talk
about or promote our events, but NOT fine with
companies using our trademarks as a way to show
endorsement or affiliation for a product or service, or for

Brand mark

®

®

Word mark

someone to use our name with an unaffiliated event.

Babyfur Con vs. Baby Fur Con
When referring to our convention it must be referred to as
“Babyfur Con®” or “BFC®”, not Baby Fur Con.
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05 Brandmark
Full color logo
Can only be used for white background
Use outlined version on a bright
background
Always use a color logo when possible

®

®

®

®

Black logo

White logo

When a color logo is not possible, use the black logo

When a color logo is not possible, use the white logo

on a bright background

on dark backgrounds

®
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06 Wordmark
Full color logo
Can only be used for
white background
Use outlined version
for coloured background

®

Always use a color logo
when possible

Black logo

White logo

When a color logo is not possible, use the black logo

When a color logo is not possible, use the white logo on

on a bright background

dark backgrounds

®
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07 Logo usage (correct)
Clear Space
Space around logo should be the measure of the letter B with first box.

®

®

®

Minimum Size
BFC logo should be no smaller than 1 inch wide in print or 100 pixels digital

1 inch wide
100 pixels

Babyfur Con logo should be no smaller than 0.5 inches tall in print or 50 pixels digital
®

0.5 inches high
50 pixels
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08 Logo usage (incorrect)

Logo No-No’s:
®

®

Don’t make us send you for a time-out! Our artist has worked

®

®

extremely hard on our logo and brand, and maintaining brand
consistency is extremely important to us.

Stretched

Squeezed

Changed colors

Drop Shadow

The following are a list of bad behaviors that will cause our con
chair to have a full-on crying, kicking, and screaming toddler
temper tantrum:

®

®

1. Don’t squeeze the logo proportions
2. Don’t stretch the logo proportions
3. Don’t change the logo colours

®

4. Don’t add a drop shadow to the logo
5. Don’t eat the logo
Soggy

Don’t eat

Play with blocks

Rotate

6. Don’t color the logo to make it look soggy
7. Don’t play with the blocks
8. Don’t rotate the blocks
9. Don’t crop the logo

®

®
Crop

Come to

10. Don’t recolor the logo or give it special effects
®

11. Don’t use a non-outline logo on a dark background
12. Don’t use the logo in a sentence or headline

Recolor

Non-outline on dark

Headline

Brand guidelines

09 Typography
Headline font

Short Stack

The quick Brown Fox Jumps over the Husky’s Thicc Soggy Diapers.
The quick Brown Fox Jumps over the Husky’s Thicc Soggy Diapers.
The quick Brown Fox Jumps over the Husky’s Thicc Soggy Diapers.
The quick Brown Fox Jumps over the Husky’s Thicc Soggy Diapers.
The quick Brown Fox Jumps over the Husky’s Thicc Soggy Diapers.

Use these preferred colors only for headlines

HEX 16B9AC

HEX DC4583

HEX F9A21E

HEX 23BFE7

R22 G185 B172

R220 G69 B131

R249 G162 B30

R35 G191 B231

C73 M0 Y41 K0

C9 M88 Y19 K0

C0 M42 Y99 K0

C67 M1 Y4 K0
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10 Typography
Paragraph font

Semplicita

The quick Brown Fox Jumps over the Husky’s Thicc Soggy Diapers.
The quick Brown Fox Jumps over the Husky’s Thicc Soggy Diapers.
The quick Brown Fox Jumps over the Husky’s Thicc Soggy Diapers.
The quick Brown Fox Jumps over the Husky’s Thicc Soggy Diapers.

Alternative Paragraph font

Lato
The quick Brown Fox Jumps over the Husky’s Thicc Soggy Diapers.
The quick Brown Fox Jumps over the Husky’s Thicc Soggy Diapers.
The quick Brown Fox Jumps over the Husky’s Thicc Soggy Diapers.
The quick Brown Fox Jumps over the Husky’s Thicc Soggy Diapers.
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11 Color

HEX 16B9AC

HEX 67C865

HEX DC4583

HEX F279A6

HEX 89D3DC

R22 G185 B172

R103 G200 B197

R220 G69 B131

R242 G121 B166

R137 G211 B220

C73 M0 Y41 K0

C56 M0 Y26 K0

C9 M88 Y19 K0

C0 M67 Y6 K0

C44 M0 Y13 K0

HEX F9A21E

HEX FBE500

HEX E6A54E

HEX FECB81

HEX 23BFE7

R249 G162 B30

R251 G229 B0

R230 G165 B78

R254 G203 B129

R35 G191 B231

C0 M42 Y99 K0

C4 M4 Y100 K0

C9 M38 Y80 K0

C0 M22 Y56 K0

C67 M1 Y4 K0

Use outlined colors for header text

Pantone colors available on request
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12 Brand Elements

The cactus is our mascot. We like to say that it’s the
only thing dry at Babyfur Con!
It can be used as a brand element on a light coloured
background.

®
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13 Designer

Marci McAdam
Experience skill set
Character design

Logo design

Marci McAdam is well known in the furry community as
a character illustrator. She has created diaper designs
for ABUniverse, Rearz, and Crinklz, and is the
exclusive designer of character and packaging for
Crinklz.
Portfolio: www.theartofmarci.com
Contact: marci@theartofmarci.com
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14 Glossary
RGB

CMYK

Vector

(Red, Green, Blue) color mode is for anything that is

(Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, Black) color mode is used

Vector images are made up of points, lines, and

computer-based design. This includes websites,

for print design. This includes logos, business cards,

curves that can be infinitely scaled without any loss

apps, banner ad and any other design created for

stationary, illustration, packaging and any other

in image quality.

electronic use.

designs used for print.

Raster

Lossless

Lossy

Raster images are made up of a set grid of dots

Lossless image formats capture all of the data of

Lossy image formats approximate what your original

called pixels, where each pixel is assigned a color

your original file. Nothing from the original file, photo,

image looks like. For example, a lossy image might

value. Unlike a vector image, raster images are

or piece of art is lost—hence the term “lossless.” The

reduce the amount of colors in your image or analyze

resolution dependent. When you change the size of a

file may still be compressed, but all lossless formats

the image for any unnecessary data. These clever

raster image, you shrink or stretch the pixels

will be able to reconstruct your image to its original

technical tricks will typically reduce the file size,

themselves, which can result in a significant loss of

state.

though they may reduce the quality of your image.

clarity and produce very blurry images.
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15 Glossary
JPEG/JPG

EPS

PNG

JPEG is a lossy raster format that stands for Joint

EPS is an image format that stands for Encapsulated

PNG is a lossless raster format that stands for

Photographic Experts Group, the technical team that

PostScript. Although it is used primarily as a vector

Portable Network Graphics. Think of PNGs as the

developed it. This is one of the most widely used

format, an EPS file can include both vector and raster

next-generation GIF. This format has built-in

formats online, typically for photos, email graphics

image data. Typically, an EPS file includes a single

transparency, but can also display higher color

and large web images like banner ads. JPEG images

design element that can be used in a larger design.

depths, which translates into millions of colors. PNGs

have a sliding scale of compression that decreases

are a web standard and are quickly becoming one of

file size tremendously, but increases artifacts or

the most common image formats used online.

pixelation the more the image is compressed.

AI

PDF

Lossy

AI is a proprietary vector image format that stands for

PDF stands for Portable Document Format and is an

TIFF is a lossless raster format that stands for Tagged

Adobe Illustrator. The format is based on both the

image format used to display documents and graphics

Image File Format. Because of its extremely high

EPS and PDF standards developed by Adobe. Like

correctly, no matter the device, application, operating

quality, the format is primarily used in photography

those formats, AI files are primarily a vector-based

system or web browser. At its core, PDF files have a

and desktop publishing. You’ll likely encounter TIFF

format, though they can also include embedded or

powerful vector graphics foundation, but can also display

files when you scan a document or take a photo with

linked raster images. AI files can be exported to both

everything from raster graphics to form fields to

a professional digital camera. Do note that TIFF files

PDF and EPS files (for easy reviewing and printing),

spreadsheets. Because it is a near universal standard,

can also be used as a “container” for JPEG images.

and also JPEG, PNG, GIF, TIFF and PSD (for web

PDF files are often the file format requested by printers to

These files will be much smaller than traditional TIFF

use and further editing).

send a final design into production. Both Adobe Photoshop

files, which are typically very large.

and Illustrator can export straight to PDF, making it easy to
start your design and get it ready for printing.

®
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info@thinkpaci.org

